Woodsong World Resorts,Kakirigumma &
Wayanad, Kerala - a social Business
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SIDDHARTH VILLAGE
Siddharth Village Community school of ecology under the registered society and trust namely
THREAD and AIRCOD has been combating the challenging situation in India's eastern state of Orissa.
The team at Siddharth Villages in Orissa has an experience of 22 years living and learning with
indigenous people.
Using a combination of conscientisation, personal, spiritual and economic empowerment
techniques and collectivising, the Siddharthvillages have ushered in a mass movement with a
membership of over 250,000 tribal women. Promotion of decent livelihoods, re-establishing value
for traditional tribal culture and eco villages, and propagation of organic farming among indigenous
people of 2500 villages, and encouraging tribal women's participation in local governance has been
at the core of our activities.
GLOBAL NEIGHBOURHOOD NETWORK:
GNN is an idea to link people in different parts of our planet with each other and create new world
order . so that people young and old don't live in isolation and co-create communities.
TIME SHARE WITH SIDDHARTH VILLAGE ECO TRIBAL TOURISM AND COMMUNITY SCHOOL OF
ECOLOGY:
An innovative SOCIAL enterprise, we are setting up the siddharth village eco tribal tourism in the
breathtakingly beautiful hills of Kakirigumma, in Koraput district of Orissa state and Wayanad dist ,
Kerala state – the God's Own land. The village will adjoin the Siddharth Village Community College
of Ecology. Eco friendly cottages, steam bath and mud bath facilities, usage of sustainable
technologies, organic food, amphi theatre, diversity of flora and fauna etc will lure any one who
are looking for rest on the lap of nature.
More cottages for eco-tourists will also be built in tribal villages not far from areas of tourist interest
especially in Orissa. These will be maintained and managed by collectives of tribal women.
Relevant training is being provided to the collectives to manage their cottages. The income from
the cottages will help the collectives to support their community, without depending on financial
support from THREAD or donor agencies. Providing eco-friendly accommodation here will also
proactively work against the entry of the five-star tourist culture in these areas.

Cottages in Orissa

HOW CAN I SUPPORT THIS?
You can support indigenous people and the eco-village movement as part of a WIN-WIN situation. We
provide the land, the concept, the labour, management and organisational skills. You have some monetary
resources and the willingness to share and support this project. You can take time share and/ or live for an
year as citizen member in our campus . You can construct your own eco friendly house (techniques are
provided) and live. Meditation and other practises for higher purposes are in place and can be made use of.
WHAT DO I GET IN RETURN?
For a modest investment, you can have a time-share home in the beautiful tribal regions of Orissa and time
to spend holidays in God's Own land in Wayanad, Kerala. You get to trek in the forests, visit places of tourist
interest, learn about tribal ways of living and culture, learn about traditional herbal medicine, eat locally
grown organic produce and enjoy the enchanting beauty of nature in Orissa and Kerala. Enrich your lives
and change the planet!

WHAT ARE MY OPTIONS?
For Rs. 62,500 or Euro 1000 , call a 350 sqft cottage in Kakirigumma home and
cottages of Wayanad , Kerala. for 7 days every year for 10 years.
For Rs.99,250 or euro 1650 call a 465 sqft cottage in Kakirigumma and in cottages of
Wayanad , Kerala. for 7 days every year for 10 years
For Rs. 1,49,450 or Euro 2450 call an 800 sqft cottage in Kakarigumma and in
cottages of Wayanad , Kerala. for 7 days every year for 10 years
(Terms and conditions apply)

The whole campus also can be taken for time share for seven days occupation for ten
years. ( please contact for further details.)
You can enjoy a holiday yourself, or rent your home to your friends and others and
earn back your capital! And some margin!

Cottages in Kerala

PROJECT COORDINATOR:
The project is being handled at present by G. John, founder of
Siddharthvillages in India , and trained in personal empowerment and
conflict resolution in UK and has experience of being with indigenous
people for more than three decades. John has attended the Ecovillage
Design Education program at Sieben Linden, Germany, and is the
President of Global Eco Village Network(GEN- India) and initiator of
GEN- Orissa. He is committed to spread eco-village philosophy in India
through schools and colleges, NGOs and communities.

For further information contact:
G. John
Siddharth Village Tribal Eco-Tourism Initiator
THREAD, Jatni- Orissa.
Email:
thread@sancharnet.in;
thread.orissa@gmail.com; gjohnsusa@yahoo.in
Mob.: 00 91 94370 55487
Visit our website:
www.siddharthvillage.org

